**14 Traveler — Figure Eight Weave**

**cues:** behind • between • in front • between • behind

**S T E P S**

1. Start in Traveler — Basic Jump position. The traveler moves behind the first jumper.

2. The traveler moves between the first and second jumpers.

3. The traveler moves in front of the second jumper.

4. The traveler moves between the second and third jumpers.

5. The traveler moves behind the third jumper and continues to weave in and out, alternating back to front along the line of jumpers.

**t i p s:** See tips for Traveler — Basic Jump. • The traveler must move forward in Steps 2 and 3 to slide in front of the second jumper. • The traveler must move backward in Steps 4 and 5 to slide behind the third jumper.